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bstract

he role of additives has long been a theme in sintering science. Recently, it has been discovered that ceramics may contain multiple different
rain boundary phases (complexions) that are chemically induced by certain additives. These complexions are useful in explaining a number of
nomalous phenomena associated with sintering, such as abnormal grain growth. The current work investigates how transitions between these

omplexions occur and at which grain boundaries they are most likely to occur. The number of complexion transitions that occur increases linearly
ith grain size (grain boundary excess concentration), and exponentially with temperature. The results suggest that grain boundary energy and

nisotropy are important in predicting which and how many grain boundaries will undergo such a transition.
2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The use of sintering additives has been an effective strat-
gy for microstructure control in ceramics. Sir Richard J. Brook
erformed early pioneering work on both microstructural evo-
ution during sintering, and the optimization of processing and

icrostructures through the use of additives.1–16 Prof. Brook’s
lassic work on modeling pore–boundary interactions is a main-
tay of sintering and grain growth textbooks.17 Brook maps17

ave provided an easy and convenient way of visualizing a com-
lex problem. His insight into the subject focused our attention
n important ratios; the ratio of the pore to boundary mobility,17

he ratio of diffusional pre-exponential to activation energy,18

nd the ratio of the relative densification rate to the relative
rain growth rate.19–22 He was the first to recognize the effect of
olute drag on the grain growth exponent and its critical effect
n microstructural evolution in ceramics.23 He was helpful in
uiding researchers in the field to appreciate the complexity of
he sintering problem.21,24–27 Much of this is well described
n his classic review paper on controlled grain growth.28 He

ade many important contributions by designing and imple-

enting critical experiments.8,21,29,30 Of particular note, was

is proposed strategy to use hot pressing as a means to study
ensification without grain growth.21 He introduced the con-
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ept of fast firing as a new processing strategy that has become
idely established as an effective approach for producing dense
ne-grained ceramics by pressure-less sintering.19,20 In addition

o basic science, he also contributed to developing a number of
ovel ceramic processing techniques.31–36

Despite much progress, however, fundamental mechanisms
re still debated even after 50 years of continuous study.37

wo examples of this are the mechanism(s) for abnormal grain
rowth, and the classic debate over the role of magnesia as a
intering aid.37–39 However, the recent discovery of interface
complexions” offers a new perspective and possible solution to
uch problems.40,41

Interface complexions are equilibrium interface ‘phases’ that
ave associated thermodynamic properties.41 Interface com-
lexions have some characteristic equilibrium feature such as;
characteristic solute profile, a crystallographic reconstruc-

ion, a common disorder parameter, interfacial film width, etc.
hermodynamics predict that their stability is dependent on

emperature, chemistry, and crystallography.41–44 The well-
ocumented intergranular films in materials such as silicon
itride and silicon carbide are one example of a grain bound-
ry complexion.45–48 Similar interface complexions have also
een observed in zinc oxide,49 silicon nitride,50 olivine,51 silicon
arbide,52 alumina,53 ruthenates,54 strontium titanate,55 barium

itanate,56 aluminum nitride,57 metal–ceramic interfaces,58,59

nd a nickel–tungsten alloy.60 Recent work by the authors has
hown that six distinctly different grain boundary complexions
ay exist in alumina, and that several grain boundary complex-

mailto:mph2@lehigh.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2007.12.018
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ing dopant concentration increases the volume fraction of
abnormal grains in alumina.69–72 Some have suggested that there
is some ‘critical concentration’ above which a grain boundary

Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of 100 ppm calcia-doped alumina showing a second-
phase calcium hexaluminate particle marked by an arrow. All the grain
ig. 1. Schematic of the six different grain boundary complexions observed
dsorption, multilayer adsorption, a non-wetting intergranular film (IGF), and a

ons may coexist in the same microstructure.40,41 These grain
oundary complexions in alumina are submonolayer adsorption,
he clean ‘intrinsic’ boundary, bilayer adsorption, multilayer
dsorption, a non-wetting intergranular film (IGF), and a wet-
ing intergranular film.41 These six boundaries are listed in
rder of increasing grain boundary mobility, and are shown
chematically in Fig. 1. Each grain boundary complexion has
ts own associated characteristic average grain boundary mobil-
ty (absent significant second-phase drag effects61–63), and there
s a trend of increasing mobility with increasing disorder within
he core of the grain boundary. The coexistence of any two or

ore complexions within a microstructure is the condition for
bnormal grain growth. Certain dopants promote the coexistence
f multiple complexions and high mobility complexions, while
thers stabilize low mobility complexions. The role of magnesia
n preventing abnormal grain growth in alumina is to stabilize
single low mobility complexion.41 In this sense, understand-

ng grain boundary complexions helps to simplify a complex
roblem. However, it is still not clear how, why and under
hat conditions transitions between different complexions
ccur.

Prof. Brook was also one of the first researchers to rec-
gnize the role of inhomogeneities in the sintering process,
nd treat them quantitatively.27,64 Since early work on the
ubject, abnormal grain growth in alumina has often been
ttributed to inhomogeneities.65 There are two principal kinds
f inhomogeneities that may exist in a green or sintered body;
xtrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic inhomogeneities are associated
ith imperfect processing. Poor mixing, chemical segregation

uring drying, agglomeration, or defects in powder consolida-
ion are examples of cases where inhomogeneities may arise.
ntrinsic inhomogeneities are associated with anisotropy in the
aterial.66

b
o
m
c
g

mina. These include: submonolayer adsorption, a ‘clean’ boundary, bilayer
ng IGF.

It has been shown that an inhomogeneous distribution of
mpurities or dopants in alumina would produce abnormal grains
rowing where the chemical composition was highest.67,68 A
umber of researchers have observed qualitatively that increas-
oundaries in contact with this particle will be saturated with calcium, and none
f them have become abnormal. However, there are other abnormal grains in the
icrostructure that are not associated with any visible second phase. This indi-

ates that the presence of a saturated boundary alone will not produce abnormal
rain growth in alumina.
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lways becomes abnormal.73,74 It is not surprising then that
egions of the material with the highest levels of dopant or
mpurities may show complexion transitions and abnormal grain
rowth first.40 However, even when the concentration is high
ocally it is still questionable which particular grain boundary

ight undergo a structural transition necessary to produce abnor-
al grain growth. The cation diffusivity along a grain boundary

f alumina is known to be orders of magnitude higher than its
iffusivity across a grain boundary.75 It is possible that at high
emperatures cations segregated to the grain boundaries may be
ble to redistribute themselves locally, to some extent. Fig. 2
llustrates the difficulty in trying to predict exactly which grain
oundaries will become abnormal based solely on considera-
ions of dopant level. In this figure, there is a large calcium
exaluminate second-phase particle (indicated by the arrow) sur-
ounded by normal grains. The grain boundaries of all of these

rains should be saturated with calcium, assuming they are in
quilibrium with the precipitate they are in contact with. In fact,
n order for the precipitate to grow to this size calcium had to dif-

d
t
s

ig. 3. Representative optical micrographs of 30 ppm calcia-doped alumina grown to
nd (d) 1625 ◦C.
an Ceramic Society 28 (2008) 1485–1493 1487

use along the grain boundaries of the adjacent alumina grains.
hile the boundaries of these grains are saturated and have

ot become abnormal, there are abnormal grains nearby in the
icrostructure that are not in contact with second phase. While

here may be unseen second phase below the surface of the sam-
le, it still does not discount the fact that some saturated grain
oundaries do not become abnormal while other saturated grain
oundaries do. This figure suggests that inhomogeneities intro-
uced during processing (extrinsic) may not be the only factor
ffecting complexion transitions. The intrinsic inhomogeneity
ay play an important role in affecting the local chemistry and

rain boundary complexion transition.
Because the presence of abnormal grains and their kinetics

re so intimately associated with their particular grain boundary
omplexion,41 it is possible to study the distribution of grain
oundary complexions in a microstructure by monitoring the

istribution of abnormal grains. A quantitative description of
his distribution with sintering time, grain size, dopant compo-
ition, dopant species, and temperature may provide insight into

equivalent normal grain size (9 �m) at (a) 1400 ◦C, (b) 1475 ◦C, (c) 1550 ◦C,
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Fig. 4. Plot of the number density of abnormal grains versus temperature for
two different constant excess grain boundary compositions in alumina doped
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ear with grain size (Fig. 5). The number density was normalized
by dividing the measured density by the average volume of the
abnormal grain. This was done to account for stereological con-
siderations about the probability of cross-sectioning through a
488 S.J. Dillon, M.P. Harmer / Journal of the E

nderstanding which grains are likely to undergo a complexion
ransition (i.e. abnormal grain growth). This paper attempts to
uantitatively understand transitions between complexions, the
ause of these transitions, and their relation to inhomogeneities.
e hope this work adds insight into a field that Prof. Brook has
ade great contributions to, and carries on his themes of under-

tanding the role of additives, inhomogeneities, and providing
implification of a complex problem.

. Experimental procedure

Silica (SiO2) doped alumina (�-Al2O3) samples were pre-
ared in nominal composition of 200 ppm. Alumina powder
Sumitomo, AKP-50 99.995%, Sumitomo Chemical, Tokyo,
apan) was mixed with tetraethylorthosilicate (Alfa Aesar, Ward
ill, MA) in methanol, dried and calcined. Calcia (CaO) doped

lumina samples were prepared in the nominal compositions
f 30 and 100 ppm. Alumina powder was mixed with calcium
itrate (Ca(NO3)2-4H2O) (Alfa Aesar Puratronic 99.9995%,
lfa Aesar) in alcohol, dried, and subsequently calcined. All
owders were processed in a class 1000 clean room in acid
ashed polytetrafluoroethylene and polyethylene containers.
amples were hot pressed at 50 MPa, for 2 h at 1300 ◦C (Astro
000, Thermal Technology Inc., Santa Rosa, CA). Samples were
nnealed at temperatures ranging from 1325 to 1675 ◦C (Centorr
15, Centorr Vacuum Industries, Nashua, NH). Grain growth
ata from a previous study was used to calculate sintering times
or calcia-doped alumina that would produce an equivalent nor-
al grain size in each sample at different temperatures.61 30 ppm

alcia-doped alumina was annealed to produce a normal grain
ize of 9 �m, and 100 ppm calcia-doped alumina was sintered
o produce a grain size of 3.5 �m. This was done so that sam-
les at different temperatures would have an equivalent grain
oundary excess composition of calcia (neglecting the weak
emperature dependence of solubility in alumina). Previous stud-
es have shown that unimpinged abnormal grain boundaries
eparate from second-phase particles and excess solute leaving
hem entrapped within the abnormal grain, rather than push-
ng it in front of the grain. This indicates that the equivalent
rain boundary excess concentration for equivalent normal grain
ize will be valid regardless of the volume fraction of abnor-
al grains. Other samples were annealed for various times to

etermine the number density of abnormal grains as a func-
ion of grain size. Heating and cooling rates of 100 ◦C/min
ere used. Ten low magnification images were taken randomly
sing a light optical microscope. The number of abnormal
rains in each image was counted by hand. Measurements of
ormal grain size were performed using the linear intercept
ethod.
Electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) was performed in

he FEI XL30 using the TSL system which included a digiview
amera and the OIM data collection software (TexSEM, EDAX,
ahwah, NJ). EBSD was performed at 20 kV with the sample
ilted to 70◦. Samples for the transmission electron microscopy
TEM) (Jeol 2200FS, Jeol USA Inc., Peabody, MA) were pre-
ared using a focused-ion beam microscope (FEI DB235, FEI
ompany, Hillsboro, Oregon).

F
s

ith different levels of calcia, which shows an exponential dependence. These
amples had an average grain size of 3 and 9 �m for the 30 and 100 ppm calcia-
oped samples, respectively.

. Results and discussion

Representive microstructures of 30 ppm calcia-doped alu-
ina are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the number density of

bnormal grains for two different constant excess grain bound-
ry compositions (i.e. equivalent average normal grain sizes) in
lumina doped with different levels of calcia. The solubility of
alcia in alumina is thought to be near 30 ppm so the excess grain
oundary composition in this alumina should be much less than
hat of the 100 ppm calcia-doped alumina. This is reflected in the
act that the number density of abnormal grains in the 100 ppm
alcia-doped alumina is always higher for any given temper-
ture. The density of abnormal grains increases exponentially
ith increasing temperature up until the point of impingement.
The increase in the number density of abnormal grains is lin-
ig. 5. Plot of the number density of abnormal grains versus grain size, which
hows a linear dependence.
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such as; low energy basal planes are the least likely to undergo a
transition in calcia-doped alumina,61 and that low-energy bicrys-
tal boundaries are less likely to transition than high-angle grain
boundaries in real microstructures.80,81 Several previous stud-
ig. 6. Plot of the slope of each line of number density versus grain size (Fig. 5)
ersus temperature, for 200 ppm silica-doped alumina and 30 ppm calcia-doped
lumina.

articular grain. The slope of each line of number density versus
rain size increases exponentially with increasing temperature,
s shown in Fig. 6. The slope of the line for calcia-doped alumina
n this figure is in agreement, within error, with the slope of the
ine in Fig. 4. The grain boundary excess composition is directly
roportional to the grain size up to the grain boundary satura-
ion limit. This indicates there is a general trend in the data that
he number density of abnormal grains increases linearly with
ncreasing grain boundary excess concentration and exponen-
ially with temperature for any particular grain boundary excess
oncentration.

For any particular grain boundary there is some level of
xcess dopant concentration necessary to induce a transition.
t is known that pure undoped alumina does not undergo any
omplexion transitions up to 99% of the melting temperature.75

s the grain size increases the grain boundary excess increases,
hich increase the probability that some individual grain bound-

ry will reach the level of excess necessary to induce a transition.
his explains the linear relationship between the number density
f abnormal grains and the grain size. However, for some grain
oundaries the grain boundary excess level required to induce
transition may be above the saturation limit and a precipitate
ill form before a transition may occur.
The idea that a ‘critical concentration’ is the only criterion

or a grain boundary transition and abnormal grain growth is
roved false by the temperature dependence of the number den-
ity of abnormal grains. If there were a critical concentration
hen the number density of abnormal grains would be constant
or a constant grain boundary excess concentration, regardless
f the temperature.

The results also contradict a theory that has grown in popu-
arity lately, that abnormal grain growth in alumina, doped in the
arts/million levels, is nucleation limited interface controlled.38
he theory does not predict such a temperature dependence
r grain size dependence of the number density of abnormal
rains. The current authors have previously shown theoreti-
ally that nucleation limited interface controlled abnormal grain F
an Ceramic Society 28 (2008) 1485–1493 1489

rowth theory may not be applied to single phase and pseudo-
ingle phase alumina.39 The current experimental evidence
long with other experimental evidence further discounts the
heory.

The activation energy for the transitions is 1002 and
57 kJ/mol for silica-doped alumina and calcia-doped alumina,
espectively. The underlying source of this apparent activation
nergy is not obvious. There are two factors that may affect
he measured activation energy for a grain boundary complex-
on transition. There is the activation energy barrier associated
ith the grain boundary transitioning from one stable state to

nother through some intermediate state (�E), and there is the
emperature dependence of the free energy of the two differ-
nt complexions that describes which is more stable (which
esults from temperature dependence of �G). This is shown
chematically in Fig. 7. The thermodynamics of such a transition
ave been described theoretically by Tang et al.,42–44 based on a
odification of Cahn’s critical point wetting theory.76 They pre-

ict that for any particular temperature the likelihood of a grain
oundary transition increases with increasing misorientation and
opant concentration. They also predict that for a particular
opant concentration the lower misorientation boundaries will
ransition at higher temperatures and vice versa.42–44 It may be

ore general to consider grain boundary energy rather than mis-
rientation because the inclination of the grain boundary plane
s likely to be a critical factor.66,77 In this case, the likelihood
f a transition should increase with increasing grain boundary
nergy. Saylor et al.78 have shown experimentally that the den-
ity of boundaries of a particular energy increases exponentially
ith decreasing grain boundary energy. The work of Tang et al.42

nd Saylor et al.78 predicts exactly what we see experimentally,
hat the number of abnormal grains will increase exponentially
ith increasing temperature. At any particular temperature, there
ay be a grain boundary energy above which all boundaries hav-

ng those energies will go through a transition. This is shown
chematically in Fig. 8, where T2 > T1 and that the number of
rain boundaries that undergo a transition is equivalent to the
rea under the curve. Similar ideas have been proposed for the
ffect of anisotropy on wetting.79 The idea that the probability
f a grain boundary transition is intimately related to its grain
oundary energy is supported by evidence from previous studies
ig. 7. Simple schematic of an energy barrier to a grain boundary transition.
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ig. 8. Schematic showing how a linear increase in temperature produces an exp
rain boundary energy necessary to produce a transition.

es have shown that high-energy planes and grain boundaries
how the highest levels of dopant segregation.66,82–84 This effect
lso increases the likelihood of a grain boundary transition for
igh-energy grain boundaries relative to low energy grain bound-
ries. This suggests that intrinsic inhomogeneities in interfacial
nergy and dopant concentration at a particular boundary due to
nisotropy are the major effect in complexion transitions.

However, it is known that after a grain boundary transition, a
ingle abnormal grain samples various misorientations and grain
oundary planes as it consumes multiple neighboring grains.
he fact that an abnormal grain continues to grow after the

nitial grain boundary character is lost suggests that the true

ctivation energy associated with transitioning from one com-
lexion to another (�E) is not trivial. Small grains are often
ound entrapped within a large abnormal grain. EBSD indicates
hat these grains are low-angle misorientations or near coinci-

a
o
m
s

ig. 9. (a) Orientation image maps of a small grain entrapped (outlined) in large a
RTEM micrograph of a near �1 (low-angle) grain boundary, which shows no evide
y the film on the abnormal grain. The boundary is indicated by the arrows, and is di
tial increase in the number density of abnormal grains by decreasing the critical

ent site lattice boundaries (Fig. 9a), and transmission electron
icroscopy indicates that the intergranular film associated with

he abnormal growth of the large grain has dewet this entrapped
rain (Fig. 9b). This result shows that it is possible for a grain
oundary to transition back to its more ordered structure, but
hat the associated driving force (i.e. change in free energy) must
e large. This is supported by previous results from Luo et al.85

ho showed that such a reverse transition took weeks to occur. A
everse transition may be less likely to occur because the higher
oncentration of solute in the more disordered boundary must
e removed before such a transition may occur. This imposes
thermodynamic barrier to reverse transitions, in that there is
n energy that must be overcome to either nucleate a precipitate
r dissolve solute in the lattice above its solubility limit. This
eans that the activation energy associated with a reverse tran-

ition would be greater than that of the initial grain boundary

bnormal grain. In (a) the entrapped grain is a low-angle boundary (∼4◦). (b)
nce of any intergranular film, which indicates that this boundary was dewetted
fficult to see because it is a low-angle boundary.
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omplexion transition. Either the precipitation or dissolution of
he excess solute is also kinetically limited processes. The time it
akes them to occur may be longer than the time it takes to grow
hrough a grain that forms an unstable boundary with the grow-
ng abnormal grain. This suggests that the abnormal grains may
e metastable due to thermodynamic and kinetic limitations.
dditionally, there is no theoretical explanation as to why the

nergy barrier (�E) to a grain boundary transition would be as
ignificantly different for different chemistries as the measured
ctivation energies for silica- and calcia-doped alumina. While
he valence is different, it might be expected that calcia, which
s the larger cation, might produce a larger energy barrier to a
ransition. Both boundaries have similar mobilities, so it is not
xpected that the diffusivity of either species in the alumina grain
oundary would be significantly different. This suggests that the
nergy barrier (�E) is not controlling the measured activation
nergy. In all, it is inferred that that while the true activation
nergy associated with the energy barrier to a grain boundary
ransition (�E) is non-trivial, the measured activation energy is

ore associated with the change in free energy between the ini-
ial and final state (�G) and the distribution of grain boundary
nergies.

It has long been known that dopants in alumina have an effect
n the distribution of grain boundary energies. Most notably
agnesia is well known to decrease the energy of all boundaries

nd produce a more isotropic distribution.82,86 This decrease in
rain boundary energy might also explain why magnesia-doping
uppresses grain boundary transitions and prevents abnormal
rain growth in alumina. The measured temperature dependence
f the number density of abnormal grains may be somewhat
epresentative of the distribution of grain boundary energies
nd might be correlated with measures of the grain boundary
haracter distribution.

For a typical type of abnormal grain that is 10 times the
ize of the normal grains, only 0.1% of the grains must become
bnormal for the microstructure to be completely consumed by
bnormal grains. When the number density of abnormal grains
s 0.01% they are not very significant in the measure of an
verage grain size, but a factor of 10 increase in the number
ensity produces a complete transition of the whole microstruc-
ure. With a high activation exponential such as the one observed
or silica-doped alumina, it appears that the transition occurs at
ome ‘critical temperature’. Such a critical temperature has been
bserved in previous studies, but is likely due to a similar expo-
ential behavior. The number of grains that undergo a transition
n a typical microstructure that contains the occasional abnor-

al grain may be on the order of 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 1,000,000.
he nucleation of a single abnormal grain for single crystal
onversion,87 as has been demonstrated previously, is literally
1 in a billion event.88 This indicates that the formation of an

bnormal grain is a rather rare event, even when they are present
hroughout the microstructure. The seven degrees (5 macro-
copic +2 microscopic) of freedom of the grain boundaries allow

or the possibility of a large number of distinct grain boundaries.
ecause the temperature dependence of the density of abnormal
rains fits exponential behavior there is some probability that an
bnormal grain may form even at very low temperatures. Prac-
an Ceramic Society 28 (2008) 1485–1493 1491

ically, the lower limit of temperature at which any abnormal
rain may form is then determined by the energy of the high-
st energy grain boundary possible. Understanding this lower
imit is of particular importance in applications where the pres-
nce of a single abnormal grain or high diffusivity complexion
s not acceptable. A technologically significant example of this
s in thermally grown alumina oxide scales on high-temperature
uperalloys in turbine engines.89 Here a single complexion tran-
ition may produce a locally high oxidation rate, introducing a
ocally high growth stress, and cause spalling.

In order to achieve the level of microstructural control
equired to reproducibly induce a 1 in a billion event, it is criti-
al to understand the influence of chemistry on the distribution
f grain boundary energies. To design a toughened microstruc-
ure where there are large plate-like abnormal grains dispersed
mongst small normal grains, it is necessary to select a dopant
hat produces a very anisotropic grain boundary energy distribu-
ion, which will promote anisotropic grain growth and produce a
ow apparent activation energy for the number density of abnor-

al grains that will allow normal and abnormal grains to coexist
ver a wide temperature range. In order to suppress grain bound-
ry transitions all together it is important to select a dopant that
owers the energy of all of the grain boundaries. However, if it is
nly important to achieve a unimodal grain size distribution than
t is sufficient to choose a dopant that promotes grain boundary
sotropy. This ability to predict and control transitions between
ifferent grain boundary complexions through the use of chem-
stry and temperature is the foundation of kinetic engineering of

aterials. Our goal of understanding the effects of temperature
nd chemistry on processing materials is in the tradition and
pirit of Sir Richard J. Brook, and this paper is dedicated to him
n the occasion of his 70th birthday.

. Conclusions

The number density of abnormal grains (i.e. complexion tran-
itions) increases linearly with grain boundary excess dopant
oncentration, and exponentially with temperature. Both the dis-
ribution of chemistry and the distribution of grain boundary
nergies, due to anisotropy, are important in predicting which
rain boundaries undergo a complexion transition. The results
ndicate that low energy grain boundaries are the least likely to
ndergo a disordering transition. High-energy grain boundaries
re, then, most likely to undergo a disordering complexion tran-
ition. These disordered complexions may then be metastable,
ue to the presence of a high concentration of solute. The number
f transitions that occur in a particular microstructure is typically
ow. The highest temperature at which no abnormal grains will
orm will be defined by the energy of the highest energy grain
oundary.
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